Microsoft Teams rapid deployment guide
How to enable fast roll out and efficient user adoption

MS Teams rapid deployment guide

It’s time for Teams! Today
more than ever. Because
every organization needs a
collaborative tool that keeps
their business running and
employees connected.
But how can you set up such
a remote working platform
quickly? And how does it fit
into your digital strategy?
Avanade can help you to
unleash the potential of this
collaboration hub. We offer
rapid implementation of
Microsoft Teams that keep
your business productive
and employees engaged.
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Avoiding pitfalls by strategy
Kicking off by immediately activating MS Teams can lead to confusion. A strategic approach enables employees
to break up communication silos and achieve the full potential of your investment.

Your previous Skype
network optimization is
not a guarantee of good
performance with Teams.

Employees quickly create
thousands of Team sites –
users see long lists of sites
and don’t know which site
to use for what purpose.

Most sites tend to use
only the „Conversations“
and „Files“ tabs, leaving
aside the more advanced
features that really boost
productivity.

Users are unproductive
moving from site to site,
as each looks different.
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Roll out in three sizes

Our offerings contain:

Avanade can help you harness the power of Teams. We offer three
different approaches to seamlessly improve collaboration, communication
and content management.

We support your MS Teams deployment

• Advisory and
consultancy service
• Setup, configuration
and enablement of
M365 services
• M365 managed
service
• Evergreen service

S

M

L

Small package
(Basic implementation)

Medium package
(Enhanced implementation)

Large package
(Custom implementation)

• Communication,
training and adoption
• Application and
platform support
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Fast track to greater productivity
Each of our three deployment offers is based on a preceding evaluation.
In the course of a half-day workshop, our experts assess your current
technical situation, define the MS Teams MVP scope, project size and change
management activities, and finally draft an implementation roadmap.

Consulting services:
S

• Technology: Implementation according to the roadmap (e.g. Tenant setup, Azure
Directory setup, MS Teams subscription activation, license assignment, basic security
configuration, MS Teams setup)
• Change services: Rollout of communication and basic material for standard training

M

• Technology: Implementation according to the roadmap (e.g. Tenant setup, Azure Directory
setup, MS Teams subscription activation, license assignment, basic security configuration and
(Conditional Access, DLP ), MS Teams setup)
• Change services: Rollout of communication and basic customized training

Consulting services:

Consulting services:
L

• Technology: Implementation according to the roadmap (e.g. Tenant setup, Azure Directory
setup, MS Teams subscription activation, license assignment, enhanced security configuration
and (Conditional Access, DLP, AIP, ARM) external sharing, guest access), MS Teams setup,
sharing and guest access configuration
• Change services: Conduct and create a lean stakeholder and change impact analysis to
define and execute tailor-made communication and training, and to prepare the client’s
future-readiness
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Proven end-to-end approach

Assess client
environment for
readiness to deploy
M365 Service

Define M365 service
enablement strategy & MVP
scope incl. project
iterations and action plan

Implementation
of M365 Service
Configuration & setup of
infrastructure

Assessment

Goal Definition

Deployment

End user
communication
& training

Run & operation
with Evergreen process

Adoption &
End User Communication

Run &
Operation

Recurring for each defined MVP according to the defined O365 service enablement strategy
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The Avanade factor
Avanade can help you adopt MS Teams as part of a broader drive to
redefine the workplace as a creator of sustainable value.
Avanade is one of the first large-scale organizations to
fully adopt MS Teams for collaboration,
communications and applications – experience that
we’re uniquely positioned to help you in your
adoption. And we’re the only partner to be working
closely with Microsoft on new Teams capabilities.

Our resources include a full-service digital studio and
wide-ranging knowhow in experience design, digital
strategy and change enablement practices, as well as
cross-client digital workplace forum benchmarks and
practices. All of this is part of what has made us a
14-time winner of the Microsoft SI Alliance Partner of
the Year award.

Where Avanade can
additionally contribute
to improve collaboration:

1

 
Setting up a team
Bringing people together
to chat, share content and
access the tools needed
for collaboration and
productivity.
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Collaborating on
documents
Linking across teams to coauthor and edit documents
in real time, share and store
files, and gather feedback all
in one place.
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 Working across
company boundaries
Hosting and participating in
conference calls and video
sessions with people outside
your organization, even if
they are not on Teams.
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We’re here to help
At Avanade, we are committed to sharing our expertise and insights with
you so that you can keep your business productive and your employees
engaged – especially at a time when you need to work in new ways.
Download our remote working guide for employees and
employers: Remote Working Solutions
Find out how to enable effective remote working at speed
with Microsoft Teams:
Microsoft Teams Rapid Deployment Resource Center
Explore Workplace Experience content for more
resources and advice on remote working: Workplace
Experience

And if you have any specific questions or challenges
regarding your MS Teams roll out, don’t hesitate to
contact us directly:
Alina Schulz
+49 1515 4412 129
alina.schulz@avanade.com
Germany, Munich

About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business solutions and design-led experiences on the
Microsoft ecosystem. Our professionals bring bold, fresh thinking combined with technology, business and industry expertise to
help make a human impact on our clients, their customers and their employees. We are the power behind the Accenture Microsoft
Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees, optimize operations and transform products,
leveraging the Microsoft platform. Avanade has 38,000 professionals in 25 countries, bringing clients our best thinking through
a collaborative culture that honors diversity and reflects the communities in which we operate. Majority owned by Accenture,
Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and Microsoft Corporation.
Learn more at www.avanade.com
Headquarters Germany
Kronberg im Taunus
Tel.: +49 6173 9463 800
germany@avanade.com

Headquarters Austria
Wien
Tel.: +43 676 844 111 0
austria@avanade.com

Headquarters Switzerland
Wallisellen
Tel.: +41 43 430 43 43
switzerland@avanade.com
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